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Abstract

We formulate face alignment as a model-based pa-
rameter estimation problem in this paper. First, we
work within a framework that combines two separate
subspace models to r epr esent fr ontal face patterns and
pose change independently. The combined uni�ed non-
linear model repr esents varying pose fac es with a com-
plex manifold. Then, we use a featur ebased similar-
ity measure(FBSM) to evaluate image di�er enc esin
terms of pose, and match unknown pose faces with the
model image using a combined featur e-textur e similar-
ity measure(FTSM). Noticeable pr operties of the com-
bine dFTSM include (1) its sensitivity to spatial dif-
ferenc esbetwe enfeatur epoints in two images, which
is crucial to aligning two initially faraway poses; (2)
easy determination of hill-climb directions in parame-
ter space, without computing gradients of error func-
tions. Experimental results demonstrate that, in the
absence of signi�cant clutter, a face alignment algo-
rithm using the combined FTSM, can reliably align
varying pose fac es under di�erent lighting conditions,
even when initial poses are far o�.

1 Introduction

Face images are a�ected by many factors includ-
ing face appearance, lighting condition and pose. T o
measure how similar a given image resembles a generic
face, one must tak e in to account image variations
caused by all these factors separately. F or instance,
the w ell-known eigenface method captures face ap-
pearance variations within a linear feature subspace,
and uses the distance between the given image from
the feature subspace (DFFS)as a di�erence measure
betw een input pattern and the face class.The method
was pro vene�cient for frontal (or other �xed pose)
faces [1][2][3 ]. In order to represent fron tal as w ell
as non-frontal faces variations, Beymer, Jones, Vetter
and Poggio [4][5][6], Craw[7], and Cootes and Taylor[8 ]

proposed a non-linear model, which combines tw o
parametric linear subspace models (one for face ap-
pearances, the other for varying pose) by image warp-
ing, to represent the distribution of varying pose faces.
With the proposed model, one can synthesize a given
pose face as a warped linear combination of frontal face
images, where the warping displacement �eld is con-
strained by a subspace model learnt from face images
under varying pose. Alignment involv esminimizing
an appropriate distance measure betw een the original
image and the synthesized image.

Existing techniques in [4][5][6][7][8 ] use an iterative
procedure to estimate both texture and pose parame-
ters (see Section 2 for de�nitions). During each itera-
tion, the synthesized image is compared with the orig-
inal image using a pixel-wise intensity di�erence mea-
sur e. We note that using intensity di�erence measure
to quantify structure di�erences and estimate pose pa-
rameters is inappropriate, because intensity di�erence
and structur edi�erence are, although sometimes re-
lated, essentially t w o di�erent physical concepts. For
instance, when faces change in pose, one may only �nd
minor changes in in tensit yat most pixels, but large
amount of spatial movement of some feature points
(e.g. eyes, nose, and mouth). Therefore, w e propose
to use a feature based similarity measure(FBSM) to
take into account the spatial di�erences betw eenfea-
ture points of tw o poses, augmenting the intensity dif-
ference measure used in previous methods. In this pa-
per, we sho w that the combined feature-texture simi-
larity measure(FTSM) is sensitive to pose di�erences
betw een t w o faceimages, and a face alignment algo-
rithm using the combined FTSM, can reliably align
varying pose faces under di�erent ligh ting conditions,
even when initial poses are far o� 1. Another no-
ticeable property of the FTSM is that, rather than
using a stochastic gradient descent algorithm to esti-
mate pose parameters (like in [4]), the feature point
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correspondence map can be used to directly determine
the best hill-climb directions in pose parameter space
without computing gradients of error functions (see
Section 3.1).

We also note that mutual information based face
alignment methods [9][10 ]ha vebeen shown to han-
dle inaccurate initial estimates. Nevertheless, in these
approaches, one usually, although not necessarily, use
3D face models which can be hard to acquire.

2 Varying Pose F aceModel

We adopt a varying pose face model that combines
tw o separate subspace models representing frontal face
and pose change independently. P en tlandet al. and
others approximate a frontal face texture with a linear
combination of eigenfaces [1][2]:2

I � bI = �T � � (1)

where �T is a eigenface matrix obtained by apply-
ing PCA on training face images and discarding small
eigen vectors. The transformation coe�cient � = �0T �
I determines texture variations caused by face appear-
ance as well as lighting c hange in reconstructed faces.
We will refer to � as textur eparameters below. Dis-
tance From Feature Space(DFFS) between I and bI is
then given by :

�2(I) = kIk
2
�
bI
2 = kIk

2
� k�k

2
(2)

On the other hand, to model spatial movement of
image pixels, w ede�ne below a featur ebased image
warping process, which �rst �nds dense pixelwise cor-
respondences by interpolating a computed sparse fea-
ture points correspondence map (FPCM), then shifts
image pixels accordingly:

I0 ! I : I = I0 � C (3)

where I0 is the image to be w arped,C is a feature
points correspondence map and � denotes a warping
process (see Figure 1). We refer to [11 ] for detailed
procedures.

T olearn image variations caused by pose change,
a linear subspace of dense correspondence maps is

1In this paper, we assume that face images are appropriately
centered and normalized in size beforehand, and we only need
to align faces under rotations.

2We use notations that (1) all m-by-n images are lexico-
graphically ordered to form image vectors I 2 <N=mn; (2)
images are subtracted by the a verage of training images; (3) "0"
represen ts transpose of matrix.

I C I=I C0 0

Figure 1: F eature based image warping. Original im-
age I0, feature points correspondence map C, and cor-
responding w arped image I are sho wn from left to
right.

Figure 2: Left to right: Reference image I0, and
w arped images with �rst three eigenvectors, given pose
parameter=1000 (I0 � 1000Ei, i = 1; 2; 3).

constructed by applying PCA on example interpo-
lated FPCMs, which w ereobtained by manual reg-
istration of face images under varying pose3. Fig-
ure 2 illustrates an example of w arpedimages with
�rst three eigenvectors of the learnt subspace model.
Note that these warped images roughly correspond to
three t ypesof pose changing (i.e. in depth left-right
rotation, in depth up-down rotation, and in plane ro-
tation). With this model, arbitrary pose variations
from the fron talpose can be approximated as a lin-
ear combination of these basic warping operations
[4][5][6][7][8]. In mathematical terms, the associated
FPCM (C) represented by a <2N vector, is approxi-
mated by4:

C � bC = �P �  (4)

where N is the number of feature points, �P is eigen-
vector matrix obtained by applying PCA on training
FPCMs and discarding small eigenvectors. The trans-
formation coe�cient vector  = �0P � C is referred
as pose parameters. Similarly, one may want to com-
pute the distance between C and bC . In Section 3.1,
we present a feature-based similarity measure used to
quantify the di�erences betw een FPCMs.

3In the learning phase, FPCMs are found by manual registra-
tion for all example images. In pose alignment phase, FPCMs
are found b y a binary edge map matching method, see Section
3.1.

4Again, FPCMs are subtracted by the average of training
FPCMs.

2
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Combining linear subspaces of face texture and pose
change, one can model a new face image as:

I � IM = (�T�) � (�P ) (5)

where �T , �P and �;  are de�ned as above. In Sec-
tion 3.1, we introduce a feature-texture similaritymea-
sure to �nd the distance between I and IM .

3 Combined F eature-Texture Similar-

ity Measure and Pose Alignment

The proposed model captures both texture and
pose variations for face images (Equation 5). In or-
der to measure the di�erence between a given face
image (I) and its model approximation (IM ), w e need
a similarity measure taking into account both texture
and pose di�erences. Unfortunately, traditional inten-
sity based similarity measures (suc h as Sum of Squared
Di�erence, normalized correlations etc.) of misaligned
faces do not reect pose di�erences w ell, since they
are poor at reecting the spatial di�erences betw een
distinctive feature points. On the other hand, fea-
ture based similarity measur es (e.g. Hausdor� mea-
sure [13]) capture geometric di�erences between dis-
tinctiv efeature points, but completely ignore image
intensit y di�erences. In the rest of this section, we �rst
introduce a feature based similarity measure(FBSM)
to quantify structural(pose) variation in face images,
and derive a feature-texture similarity measure com-
bining both an intensit y based measure and a FBSM.
Finally, w eoutline a face alignment algorithm using
the combined similarity measure.

3.1 Using Image Features for Pose Align-
ment

A. Feature Poin t Correspondence Maps
To �nd the feature point correspondence map be-

tw een one imageI1 and another image I2, one need to
match similar feature points betw een the tw o images.
Unlike classical optical ow algorithms that obtain
correspondence based on image ow brightness con-
straints [12 ], an ideal feature matching method should
be lighting invariant to capture only structure di�er-
ences betw een the tw o images. In general, any match-
ing method having this property will suit our purpose.
In this paper, w eemploy a simple binary edge map
matching method, which consists of following steps:

1. Compute the binary edge maps E1 and E2 fo the
two given images;

2. For each edge point fi in E1, �nd the spatially
closest edge point f 0i in the other edge map E2,

and obtain the displacement vector
�!
di from tw o

matched edge points:

�!
di = (x0i � xi; y

0

i � yi) (6)

where (xi; yi) and (x0i; y
0

i) are coordinates of fi
and f 0i respectively;

3. Construct the feature point correspondence map
(FPCM) from displacement vectors of all edge
points in image E1:

CE1!E2
= f

�!
di (fi ! f 0i)jfi 2 E1g (7)

Note that the FPCM is directed, which means
CE1!E2

and CE2!E1
are not necessarily, and very un-

likely, to be identically reversed for a given pair of edge
maps E1 and E2. This implies that the proposed cor-
respondence map based similaritymeasure should also
be directed.

B. A Feature Based Similarity Measure
In the face alignment phase, a FPCM serv es tw o

purposes. First, one can evaluate ho wclose tw oim-
ages resemble each other in terms of structural(pose)
based on associated FPCMs. In particular, for tw o
giv en images I1 and I2, and the associated FPCMs
CE1!E2

and CE2!E1
, a feature based similarity mea-

sur e(FBSM) can be de�ned as:

Sfeat(I1; I2) = max(Sd(CE1!E2
); Sd(CE2!E1

)) (8)

where Sd(CEa!Eb
) is the root mean squared length of

displacement vectors in the directed FPCM CEa!Eb
:

Sd(CEa!Eb
) =

1

N

X
i2Ea

�!d i

2 (9)

This similarity measure is in fact a modi�cation of the
classical Hausdor� measure, which tak es maximum
of displacement vectors' lengths [13][14]. Note that
this similarity measure is proportional to the average
spatial distances, rather than intensity di�erences be-
tw een t w o sets of feature points. We argue thatthis
property is crucial to pose alignment, since an opti-
mization algorithm using this similarity (or dissimi-
larity) measure as an error function will attempt to
merge tw o sets of feature points and eventually align
tw o face poses.

C. Computing Best Hill-climb Direction
During face alignment, FPCMs also serve a second

purpose to help estimate the best direction of hill-
climb in pose parameter space. One can obtain a dense

3
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correspondence map(C) from a sparse FPCM by inter-
polation, and project (C) into the learnt varying poses
subspace:

� = �0P � C (10)

This FPCM based pose re-estimation method has sev-
eral advantages over other pose re-estimation meth-
odscommonly found in the literature. Compared to
stochastic gradient descent techniques using intensit y
based errors ([4]), it is less susceptible to local minima
when initial poses are far o�, provided one can obtain
reasonable FPCMs.

3.2 Combined Feature-Texture Similarity
Measure

A. Pose Aligned Intensit y Di�erence

T o estimate the face texture parameter�, we min-
imize the intensit y di�erence between pose aligned
faces:

Stext(I1; I2) = SSD(I1; (I2 � C)) (11)

where SSD() is the sum of square distance, and C is
the correspondence map associating tw o imagesI1 and
I2.

B. A Combined Feature-texture Similarity Measure

Considering both feature(pose) and texture similar-
ities (Equations 8 and 11), we can de�ne a combined
similarity measure:

S(I1; I2) = Ks � Sfeat +Kt � Stext (12)

where Ks and Kt are tw o user-speci�ed weigh ting pa-
rameters. If no priori knowledge is accessible, one can
simply set them with equal values(e.g. 1.0) without
emphasizing either aspect.

It is worth mentioning that existing methods in
[4][5][6][7][8] measure the intensit y di�erences betw een
structural normalized faces, which is in fact a degen-
erate case of the proposed combined similarity mea-
sure (Ks = 0,Kt = 1). We note that these methods
match frontal (or near fron tal) faces w ell, but may
experience di�culties with initially faraw ay poses, be-
cause intensit y di�erences no longer consistently re-
ect structural(pose) di�erence under this situation.
In contrast, the combined similaritymeasure explicitly
accounts for spatial di�erence betw een feature points,
and can reliably align tw o poses, even when they are
initially far o� (see Figure 6).

3.3 F aceAlignment

With the proposed parametric varying pose face
model, one is able to formulate pose alignment as a
parameter estimation problem, with objective to min-
imize the FTSM betw eenthe original image (I) and
the model image (IM ). The optimal pose parameter
is estimated using the maximum likelihood principle:

(��; �) = argminS(I; IM (�; )) (13)

We outline a face alignment algorithm, which given
an input face image, alternates betw een estimating
texture and pose parameters in an iterative manner:

1. Set ��0 and 
�

0 such that I
M corresponds to a pro-

totype frontal face image (see Figure 3);

2. With �xed ��i�1, estimate 
�

i (i = 1; 2; 3; :::) with
objective to minimize S(I; IM (��i�1; 

�

i )) using
FPCM based hill-climb method (Section 3.1);

3. With �xed �i , estimate ��i with objective
to minimize S(I; IM (��i ; 

�

i )) using Levenberg-
Marquardt method [15];

4. if (S >threshold) fi = i+ 1; and go to step 2; g
else stop looping;

5. Output (��i ; 
�

i ), S(I; I
�(��i ; 

�

i )) and I
M (��i ; 

�

i );

One can compute the optimal FPCM based on es-
timated pose parameter � using Equation 4, then ap-
ply it to prototype feature points to obtain the warped
feature points which are aligned with given face poses.
Figure 4 shows an example of pose alignment. More
experimental results and discussions will be presented
in the next section.

4 F aceAlignment Results

We used the proposed model and the similarity
measure to align protot ype face features with un-
kno wn pose face images.First, we construct a frontal
face subspace model, and a varying pose model, using
a subset of the MIT Beymer face database as train-
ing data. The training set includes 60 di�erent per-
sons' face images (100x100 pixels), under 5 �xed poses
(300 face images in total). All frontal training faces
are shape-normalized to align feature points. Train-
ing FPCMs are obtained by manual registration of
non-frontal face images with reference to a prototype
fron tal face.The Beymer face database also contains a
separate set of testing face images under various poses,
which fall in range of [�60o,60o] left-right rotations,
and [�10o,10o] down-up rotations.

4
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Figure 3: F eature points and face protot ypeused in
this paper. There are 16 line segments and 24 end
points of line segments.

Figure 4: Unknown pose face alignment with feature
points marked (Left to Right: Iteration 0,1,5 and 9).

Figure 4 shows in termediate pose alignment out-
puts during execution of above algorithm, and T a-
ble 1 summarizes the corresponding estimated pose
parameters and error measures. Note that the es-
timated pose parameters do not only enable one to
align face features under varying pose, but also pro-
vide useful information about face images. For in-
stance, comparing the �nal pose parameter in Table 1
with eigen vectorsin Figure 2, one can �nd out that
the �rst component([0] = �1599:95) and the sec-
ond component([1] = �155:83) correspond to a left
and slightly downw ard in-depth rotation respectively,
which is a fairly accurate semantic description of face
pose in Figure 4.

The face alignment algorithm was tested with 50
Beymer database testing faces, which belong to 10
(6 male and 4 female) di�erent people under 5 un-
kno wn poses.In addition, we also tested the algorithm
with 20 new face images taken under di�erent light-
ing conditions. T able 2 summarizes the success rate of
posealignmen t under various conditions, and Figure
7 sho ws selected alignment results. More than 70%
faces were w ellaligned, 27% fairly well aligned and
one face misaligned (Figure 5), under various condi-
tions including di�erent poses, face appearances, gen-
der and lighting conditions. Because of its sensitivity
to spatial di�erences betw een feature points, the pro-
posed method can reliably align faces even when the
initial pose estimate is far o�. F or example in Figure
6, w edeliberately set the initial pose to a far-aw ay
left rotation, the algorithm could still converge to the
ulimate correctly in few iterations.

Figure 5: F ace misaligned.

Figure 6: P osealignment when initial pose is far o�
(Left to right: Iteration 0, 1, 5 and 9).

Figure 7: F ace alignment results (row 1 to row 4:
Beymer test faces; row 5: faces taken under di�erent
ligh ting conditions).

iterations [0] [1] [2] Error

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 39.38
1 -1007.21 -23.65 65.31 34.10
5 -1325.43 -100.66 150.17 29.36
9 -1599.95 -155.83 198.18 27.05

T able 1:P ose parameters (�rst three components) and
error measures (Ks = 1:0, Kt = 1:0 ).

5
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#Faces Good Fair Misaligned

70 50 (71.4 %) 19 (27.1 %) 1 (1.4 %)

T able2: Face alignment results - w ede�ne a good
pose alignment as having at most 2 feature points
misaligned (i.e. 10 pixels aw ayfrom correct posi-
tions), and a fair pose alignment ha ving at most 5
feature points misaligned, otherwise a pose misalign-
ment. F ace size is 100 x 100 pixels.

5 Conclusions and F utureWork

This paper sho ws ho w one can compute and use
sparse correspondence maps of distinctive image fea-
tures, to better deal with structural (pose) mis-
matches within an existing model-based image align-
ment framework. The sparse feature point correspon-
dence maps (FPCMs) contribute to the alignment pro-
cess in t wo ways:

1. They explicitly encode, and are therefore used to
quantify spatial displacements between distinc-
tive feature points in a pair of mis-aligned images.
When combined with a standard pose-adjusted
intensit y based similarity measure, the outcome
is an error measure that better reects pose dif-
ferences betw een a pair of mis-aligned images.

2. They are used for re-estimating pose parameters,
in a way similar to how dense optical ow �elds
have been used for the same purpose. The pose
re-estimation step does not involve stoc hastic gra-
dient descent, and is hence e�cient. When image
ow brightness constraints do not work well for
computing dense optical ow �elds (e.g. when
initial pose and/or texture estimates are far o�),
our FPCMs can lead to more reliable results.

We note that our proposed extensions work well only
when feature-based correspondences can be reason-
ably established. While this has been largely true
for our face images, and Huttenlocher et. al. [13 ]
have even reported reliable feature-based alignment
results under more challenging conditions, we believe
that more discriminative feature matching methods
will be needed to deal with signi�cant image clutter.
This is one direction of our current researc h.
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